Editorial Policy Statement

Archäologie in Iran und Turan (AIT) is a monograph series published irregularly since 1997 by the Teheran Branch of the Eurasia Department of the German Archaeological Institute (Außenstelle Teheran der Eurasien-Abteilung des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts [EA DAI]). It includes monographs by single authors or author groups, as well as collective volumes, such as, for example, homages or conference proceedings.

The series is devoted to the archaeology of Iran and Turan in the widest sense, including Iran, the Caucasus, Central Asia, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, as well as China and Japan. All prehistoric and historic periods are covered, from the Palaeolithic to the Middle Ages. Studies on modern history, ethnography, archaemetallurgy, bioarchaeology, environmental history, geoarchaeology and other interdisciplinary topics are accepted whenever relevant to archaeology. Books and contributions are published in German, English or French. They always have an English summary, as well as one in Russian (when concerning the former Soviet Union) or Farsi (when concerning Iran). Summaries in other languages may be included at the authors’ requests.

The aim of AIT is to offer a specialized series in which the members of the Eurasia Department of the German Archaeological Institute and partner scientists/institutions can publish and discuss the archaeology, culture and history of the named regions in a forum controlled by peer review. Submissions should essentially be oriented toward evidence-based contributions presenting original research results or analyses and interpretation of existing data.

The results published in our series are hopefully met with interest among international colleagues. We invite contributions from all those who have something to communicate and do so professionally and scientifically.